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Abstract—Undersampling is a popular method in dealing with
class-imbalance problems, which uses only a subset of the majority
class and thus is very efficient. The main deficiency is that many
majority class examples are ignored. We propose two algorithms
to overcome this deficiency. EasyEnsemble samples several subsets
from the majority class, trains a learner using each of them,
and combines the outputs of those learners. BalanceCascade
trains the learners sequentially, where in each step, the majority
class examples that are correctly classified by the current trained
learners are removed from further consideration. Experimental
results show that both methods have higher Area Under the ROC
Curve, F-measure, and G-mean values than many existing classimbalance learning methods. Moreover, they have approximately
the same training time as that of undersampling when the same
number of weak classifiers is used, which is significantly faster
than other methods.
Index Terms—Class-imbalance learning, data mining, ensemble
learning, machine learning, undersampling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N MANY real-world problems, the data sets are typically
imbalanced, i.e., some classes have much more instances
than others. The level of imbalance (ratio of size of the majority
class to minority class) can be as huge as 106 [41]. It is
noteworthy that class imbalance is emerging as an important
issue in designing classifiers [11], [23], [37].
Imbalance has a serious impact on the performance of classifiers. Learning algorithms that do not consider class imbalance
tend to be overwhelmed by the majority class and ignore the
minority class [10]. For example, in a problem with imbalance
level of 99, a learning algorithm that minimizes error rate could
decide to classify all examples as the majority class in order
to achieve a low error rate of 1%. However, all minority class
examples will be wrongly classified in this case. In problems
where the imbalance level is huge, class imbalance must be
carefully handled to build a good classifier.
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fying a minority class instance is usually more serious than
misclassifying a majority class one. For example, approving a
fraudulent credit card application is more costly than declining
a credible one. Breiman et al. [7] pointed out that training
set size, class priors, cost of errors in different classes, and
placement of decision boundaries are all closely connected. In
fact, many existing methods for dealing with class imbalance
rely on connections among these four components. Sampling
methods handle class imbalance by varying the minority and
majority class sizes in the training set. Cost-sensitive learning
deals with class imbalance by incurring different costs for
the two classes and is considered as an important class of
methods to handle class imbalance [37]. More details about
class-imbalance learning methods are presented in Section II.
In this paper, we examine only binary classification problems
by ensembling classifiers built from multiple undersampled
training sets. Undersampling is an efficient method for classimbalance learning. This method uses a subset of the majority
class to train the classifier. Since many majority class examples
are ignored, the training set becomes more balanced and the
training process becomes faster. However, the main drawback
of undersampling is that potentially useful information contained in these ignored examples is neglected. The intuition of
our proposed methods is then to wisely explore these ignored
data while keeping the fast training speed of undersampling.
We propose two ways to use these data. One straightforward
way is to sample several subsets independently from N (the
majority class), use these subsets to train classifiers separately,
and combine the trained classifiers. Another method is to use
trained classifiers to guide the sampling process for subsequent
classifiers. After we have trained n classifiers, examples correctly classified by them will be removed from N . Experiments
on 16 UCI data sets [3] show that both methods have higher
Area Under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) Curve
(AUC), F-measure, and G-mean values than many existing
class-imbalance learning methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related methods. Section III presents EasyEnsemble
and BalanceCascade. Section IV reports the experiments.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As mentioned in the previous section, many existing classimbalance learning methods manipulate the following four
components: training set size, class prior, cost matrix, and
placement of decision boundary. Here, we pay special attention
to two classes of methods that are most widely used: sampling
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and cost-sensitive learning. For other methods, we refer the
readers to [37] for a more complete and detailed review.
Sampling is a class of methods that alters the size of training
sets. Undersampling and oversampling change the training
sets by sampling a smaller majority training set and repeating
instances in the minority training set, respectively [15]. The
level of imbalance is reduced in both methods, with the hope
that a more balanced training set can give better results. Both
sampling methods are easy to implement and have been shown
to be helpful in imbalanced problems [37], [47]. Undersampling
requires shorter training time, at the cost of ignoring potentially
useful data. Oversampling increases the training set size and
thus requires longer training time. Furthermore, it tends to
lead to overfitting since it repeats minority class examples [9],
[15]. Aside from the basic undersampling and oversampling
methods, there are also methods that sample in more complex
ways. SMOTE [9] added new synthetic minority class examples
by randomly interpolating pairs of closest neighbors in the
minority class. The one-sided selection procedures [25] tried to
find a representative subset of majority class examples by only
removing “borderline” and “noisy” majority examples. Some
other methods combine different sampling strategies to achieve
further improvement [1]. In addition, researchers have studied
the effect of varying the level of imbalance and how to find the
best ratio when a C4.5 tree classifier was used [38].
Cost-sensitive learning [14], [16] is another important class
of class-imbalance learning methods. Although many learning
algorithms have been adapted to accommodate class-imbalance
and cost-sensitive problems, variants of AdaBoost appear to be
the most popular ones. Many cost-sensitive boosting algorithms
have been proposed [31]. A common strategy of these variants
was to intentionally increase the weights of examples with
higher misclassification cost in the boosting process. In [30],
the initial weights of high cost examples were increased. It was
reported that, however, the weight differences between examples in different classes disappear quickly when the boosting
process proceeds [33]. Thus, many algorithms raised high cost
examples’ weights in every iteration of the boosting process, for
example, AsymBoost [33], AdaCost [17], CSB [31], DataBoost
[21], and AdaUBoost [24], just to name a few. Another way
to adapt a boosting algorithm to cost-sensitive problems is to
change the weights of the weak classifiers in forming the final
ensemble classifier, such as BMPM [22] and LAC [41]. Unlike
the heuristic methods mentioned earlier, Asymmetric Boosting
[28] directly minimized a cost-sensitive loss function in the
statistical interpretation of boosting.
SMOTEBoost [12] is designed for class-imbalance learning,
which is very similar to AsymBoost. Both methods alter the
distribution for the minority class and majority class in separate
ways. The only difference is how these distributions are altered.
AsymBoost directly updates instance weights for the majority
class and minority class differently in each iteration, while
SMOTEBoost alters distribution by first updating instance
weights for majority class and minority class equally and then
using SMOTE to get new minority class instances.
Chan and Stolfo [8] introduced an approach to explore
majority class examples. They split the majority class into
several nonoverlapping subsets, with each subset having ap-

proximately the same number of examples as the minority class.
One classifier was trained from each of these subsets and the
minority class. The final classifier ensembled these classifiers
using stacking [40]. However, when a data set is highly imbalanced, this approach requires a much longer training time than
undersampling. Moreover, since the minority class examples
are used by every classifier, stacking these classifiers will have a
high probability of suffering from overfitting when the number
of minority class examples is limited.
III. EasyEnsemble AND BalanceCascade
As was shown by Drummond and Holte [15], undersampling
is an efficient strategy to deal with class imbalance. However, the drawback of undersampling is that it throws away
many potentially useful data. In this section, we propose two
strategies to explore the majority class examples ignored by
undersampling: EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade.
A. EasyEnsemble
Given the minority training set P and the majority training
set N , the undersampling method randomly samples a subset
N  from N , where |N  | < |N |. Usually, we choose |N  | =
|P| and therefore have |N  |  |N | for highly imbalanced
problems.
EasyEnsemble is probably the most straightforward way
to further exploit the majority classexamples ignored by undersampling, i.e., examples in N N  . In this method, we
independently sample several subsets N1 , N2 , . . . , NT from N .
For each subset Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ T ), a classifier Hi is trained using
Ni and all of P. All generated classifiers are combined for the
final decision. AdaBoost [29] is used to train the classifier Hi .
The pseudocode for EasyEnsemble is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The EasyEnsemble algorithm.
1: {Input: A set of minority class examples P, a set of
majority class examples N , |P| < |N |, the number of subsets
T to sample from N , and si , the number of iterations to train
an AdaBoost ensemble Hi }
2: i ⇐ 0
3: repeat
4: i ⇐ i + 1
5: Randomly sample a subset Ni from N , |Ni | = |P|.
6: Learn Hi using P and Ni . Hi is an AdaBoost ensemble
with si weak classifiers hi,j and corresponding weights αi,j .
The ensemble’s threshold is θi , i.e.,
⎞
⎛
si

Hi (x) = sgn ⎝
αi,j hi,j (x) − θi ⎠ .
j=1

7: until i = T
8: Output: An ensemble
⎛
⎞
si
T 
T


H(x) = sgn ⎝
αi,j hi,j (x) −
θi ⎠ .
i=1 j=1

i=1
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The idea behind EasyEnsemble is simple. Similar to the
Balanced Random Forests [13], EasyEnsemble generates T
balanced subproblems. The output of the ith subproblem is
AdaBoost classifier Hi , an ensemble with si weak classifiers
{hi,j }. An alternative view of hi,j is to treat it as a feature
that is extracted by the ensemble learning method and can
only take binary values [41]. Hi , in this viewpoint, is simply
a linear classifier built on these features. Features extracted
from different subsets Ni thus contain information of different
aspects of the original majority training set N . Finally, instead
of counting votes from {Hi }i=1,...,T , we collect all the features
hi,j (i = 1, 2, . . . , T, j = 1, 2, . . . , si ) and form an ensemble
classifier from them.
The output of EasyEnsemble is a single ensemble, but
it looks like an “ensemble of ensembles”. It is known that
boosting mainly reduces bias, while bagging mainly reduces
variance. Several works [19], [35], [36], [42] combine different ensemble strategies to achieve stronger generalization.
MultiBoosting [35], [36] combines boosting with bagging/
wagging [2] by using boosted ensembles as base learners.
Stochastic Gradient Boosting [19] and Cocktail Ensemble [42]
also combine different ensemble strategies. It is evident that
EasyEnsemble has benefited from the combination of boosting
and a bagging-like strategy with balanced class distribution.
Both EasyEnsemble and Balanced Random Forests try to
use balanced bootstrap samples; however, the former uses the
samples to generate boosted ensembles, while the latter uses
the samples to train decision trees randomly. Costing [43] also
uses multiple samples of the original training set. Costing was
initially proposed as a cost-sensitive learning method, while
EasyEnsemble is proposed to deal with class imbalance directly. Moreover, the working style of EasyEnsemble is quite
different from costing. For example, the costing method samples the examples with probability in proportion to their costs
(rejection sampling). Since this is a probability-based sampling
method, no positive example will definitely appear in all the
samples (in fact, the probability of a positive example appearing
in all the samples is small). While in EasyEnsemble, all the
positive examples will definitely appear in all the samples.
When the size of minority class is very small, it is important
to utilize every minority class example.
B. BalanceCascade
EasyEnsemble is an unsupervised strategy to explore N
since it uses independent random sampling with replacement.
Our second algorithm, BalanceCascade, explores N in a supervised manner. The idea is as follows. After H1 is trained, if
an example x1 ∈ N is correctly classified to be in the majority
class by H1 , it is reasonable to conjecture that x1 is somewhat
redundant in N , given that we already have H1 . Thus, we can
remove some correctly classified majority class examples from
N . As in EasyEnsemble, we use AdaBoost in this method. The
pseudocode of BalanceCascade is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The BalanceCascade algorithm.
1: {Input: A set of minority class examples P, a set of
majority class examples N , |P| < |N |, the number of subsets
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T to sample from N , and si , the number of iterations to train
an AdaBoost ensemble
 Hi }
2: i ⇐ 0, f ⇐ T −1 |P|/|N |, f is the false positive rate (the
error rate of misclassifying a majority class example to the
minority class) that Hi should achieve.
3: repeat
4: i ⇐ i + 1
5: Randomly sample a subset Ni from N , |Ni | = |P|.
6: Learn Hi using P and Ni . Hi is an AdaBoost ensemble
with si weak classifiers hi,j and corresponding weights αi,j .
The ensemble’s threshold is θi i.e.,
⎞
⎛
si

Hi (x) = sgn ⎝
αi,j hi,j (x) − θi ⎠ .
j=1

7: Adjust θi such that Hi ’s false positive rate is f .
8: Remove from N all examples that are correctly classified by Hi .
9: until i = T
10: Output: A single ensemble
⎛
⎞
si
T 
T


H(x) = sgn ⎝
αi,j hi,j (x) −
θi ⎠ .
i=1 j=1

i=1

This method is called BalanceCascade since it is somewhat similar to the cascade classifier in [34]. The majority
training set N is shrunk after every Hi is trained, and every
node Hi is dealing with a balanced subproblem (|Ni | = |P|).
However, the final classifier is different. A cascade classifier is
the conjunction of all {Hi }i=1,...,T , i.e., H(x) predicts positive
if and only if all Hi (x)(i = 1, 2, . . . , T ) predict positive. Viola
and Jones [34] used the cascade classifier mainly to achieve
fast testing speed. While in BalanceCascade, sequential dependence between classifiers is mainly exploited for reducing
the redundant information in the majority class. This sampling
strategy leads to a restricted sample space for the following
undersampling process to explore as much useful information
as possible.
BalanceCascade is similar to EasyEnsemble in their structures. The main difference between them is the lines 7 and 8 of
Algorithm 2. Line 8 removes the true majority class examples
from N , and line 7 specifies how many majority class examples
can be removed. At the beginning of the T th iteration, N
has been shrunk T − 1 times, and therefore, its current size is
|N | · f T −1 = |P|. Thus, after HT is trained and N is shrunk
again, the size of N is smaller than |P|. We can stop the training
process at this time.
There are other ways to combine weak classifiers in
EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade. A popular one is stacking [40]. It takes the outputs of other classifiers as input to train
a generalizer. However, Ting and Witten [32] stated that the use
of class probabilities is crucial for the successful application
of stacked generalization in classification tasks. Furthermore,
since minority class examples are used to train each weak
classifier, stacking these classifiers is likely to suffer from
overfitting when the number of minority class examples is
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TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX

limited. To verify this, stacking is compared with the ensemble
strategy used in the proposed methods in Section IV-E.
Chan and Stolfo’s method [8] (abbreviated as Chan) is
closely related to EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade. It
splits the majority class into several nonoverlapping subsets,
with each subset having similar size to the minority class.
Classifiers trained from each majority class subset and the
minority class are combined by stacking. The differences between Chan and the proposed methods are obvious and given
as follows: 1) Chan uses all majority class examples, while
EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade use only part of them.
When a data set is highly imbalanced, Chan requires a much
longer training time than the proposed methods. However, the
experimental results reveal that it is not necessary to use all
majority class examples to achieve good performances. 2) Chan
uses stacking to combine classifiers trained from each subset.
As stated earlier, since the minority class is used repeatedly,
stacking is likely to suffer from overfitting when the number of
minority class examples is limited.
Both EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade are very efficient. Their training time is roughly the same as that of
undersampling when the same number of weak classifiers is
used. Detailed analyses of training time and empirical running
time are presented in Section IV-C.

Fig. 1.

Example of an ROC curve.

TABLE II
BASIC INFORMATION OF DATA SETS. Size IS THE NUMBER OF EXAMPLES.
Target IS USED AS MINORITY CLASS, AND ALL OTHERS ARE USED
AS M AJORITY C LASS . I N Attribute, B: B INARY , N: N OMINAL , C:
CONTINUOUS. #min/#maj IS THE SIZE OF MINORITY AND MAJORITY
CLASS, AND Ratio IS THE SIZE OF MAJORITY CLASS
DIVIDED BY THAT OF MINORITY CLASS

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Evaluation Criteria
It is now well known that error rate is not an appropriate
evaluation criterion when there are class imbalance or unequal
costs. In this paper, we use F-measure, G-mean, and AUC [4]
as performance evaluation measures. F-measure and G-mean
are functions of the confusion matrix as shown in Table I.
F-measure and G-mean are then defined as follows. Here, we
take minority class as positive class
FP
FP + TN
TP
True Positive Rate (Acc+ ) =
TP + FN
TN
True Negative Rate (Acc− ) =
TN + FP

G-mean = Acc+ × Acc−
False Positive Rate (fpr) =

TP
TP + FP
TP
= Acc+
Recall =
TP + FN
2 × Precision × Recall
.
F-measure =
Precision + Recall

AUC has proved to be a reliable performance measure for
imbalanced and cost-sensitive problems [18]. Given a binary
classification problem, an ROC curve depicts the performance
of a method using the (fpr, tpr) pairs, as shown in Fig. 1. fpr
is the false positive rate of the classifier, and tpr is the true
positive rate (Acc+ ). AUC is the area below the curve (shaded
region in Fig. 1). It integrates performance of the classification
method over all possible values of fpr and is proved to be a
reliable performance measure for imbalanced and cost-sensitive
problems [18].
In our experiments, for ensemble classifiers in the form
H(x) = sgn( Ti=1 αi hi (x) − θ), we alter the value of θ from
−∞ to ∞. In this way, we get a full range of (fpr, tpr) pairs and
build an ROC curve from these data. We then use the Algorithm
3 in [18] to calculate the AUC score. Details of AUC can be
found in [18].
B. Experimental Settings

Precision =

(1)

We tested the proposed methods on 16 UCI data sets [3].
Information about these data sets is summarized in Table II.
For every data set, we perform a tenfold stratified cross
validation. Within each fold, the classification method is repeated ten times considering that the sampling of subsets introduces randomness. The AUC, F-measure, and G-mean of this
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cross-validation process are averaged from these ten runs. The
whole cross-validation process is repeated for five times, and
the final values from this method are the averages of these five
cross-validation runs.
We compared the performance of 15 methods, including as
follows.
1) CART: classification and regression trees [7]. It uses the
entire data set (P and N ) to train a single classifier.
2) Bagging (abbreviated as Bagg). Bagging [5] uses the
entire data set (P and N ). CART is used to train weak
classifiers. The number of iterations is 40.
3) AdaBoost (abbreviated as Ada). AdaBoost uses the entire
data set (P and N ). CART is used to train weak classifiers. The number of iterations is 40.
4) AsymBoost (abbreviated as Asym). AsymBoost is a typical cost-sensitive variant of AdaBoost.1 Let r = |N |/|P|
be the imbalance level. At each iteration, √
the weight of
every positive example is multiplied by T r, where T
is the number of iterations [33]. AsymBoost uses the
entire data set (P and N ). CART is used to train weak
classifiers. The number of iterations is 40.
5) SMOTEBoost (abbreviated as SMB). SMOTE adds synthetic minority class examples [9]. For data sets having
nominal attributes, we use SMOTE-NC. Details for implementing SMOTE and SMOTE-NC can be found in
[9]. SMOTEBoost uses SMOTE to get new minority class
examples in each iteration. CART is used to train weak
classifiers. The number of iterations is 40. The k nearest
neighbor parameter of SMOTE is five. The amount of
new data generated using SMOTE in each iteration is |P|.
6) Undersampling + AdaBoost (abbreviated as Under). A
subset N  is sampled (without replacement) from N ,
|N  | = |P|. Then, AdaBoost is used to train a classifier
using P and N  , since the problem is balanced after
undersampling. CART is used to train weak classifiers.
The number of iterations is 40.
7) Oversampling + AdaBoost (abbreviated as Over). A new
minority training set is sampled (with replacement) from
the original minority class, |P  | = |N |. Then, AdaBoost
is used to train a classifier using P  and N . CART is used
to train weak classifiers. The number of iterations is 40.
8) SMOTE + AdaBoost (abbreviated as SMOTE). In our
experiments, we first generate P  using SMOTE, a set
of synthetic minority class examples with |P  | = |P|. We
sample a new majority training set N  with |N  | = 2|P|
when |N | > 2|P|, and let N  = N otherwise. Then, we
use AdaBoost to train a classifier with P, P  , and N  .
CART is used to train weak classifiers. The number of
iterations is 40. The settings of SMOTE are the same as
that of SMOTEBoost (k = 5).
9) Chan and Stolfo’s method + AdaBoost (abbreviated
as Chan). It splits N into |N |/|P| nonoverlapping
subsets. An AdaBoost classifier was trained from each
of these subsets and P. Fisher Discriminant Analysis
[20] is used as the stacking method. CART is used to
1 It

is also equivalent to the CSB2 algorithm in [31].
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10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

train weak classifiers. AdaBoost classifiers are trained for
40|P |/|N | iterations when |N |/|P | < 40; otherwise,
only one iteration is allowed.
BalanceCascade (abbreviated as Cascade). CART is
used to train weak classifiers. Number of subsets T = 4;
number of rounds in each AdaBoost ensemble si = 10.
EasyEnsemble (abbreviated as Easy). CART is used to
train weak classifiers. Number of subsets T = 4; number
of rounds in each AdaBoost ensemble si = 10.
Random Forests (abbreviated as RF). Random Forests
[6] uses bootstrap samples of training data to generate
random trees and then form an ensemble. Here, we use
RandomForest in WEKA [39], in which a random tree is
a variant of REPTree, using random feature selection in
the tree induction process, and not pruned. RF uses the
entire data set (P and N ). The number of iterations is 40.
Undersampling + Random Forests (abbreviated as
Under-RF). A subset N  is sampled (without replacement) from N , |N  | = |P|. Then, Random Forests is
used to train a classifier using P and N  , The number
of iterations is 40.
Oversampling + Random Forests (abbreviated as
Over-RF). A new minority training set is sampled (with
replacement) from the original minority class, |P  | =
|N |. Then, Random Forests is used to train a classifier
using P  and N . The number of iterations is 40.
Balanced Random Forests (abbreviated as BRF). Balanced
Random Forests is different from Random Forests in
that it uses balanced bootstrap samples of training data.
It is different from undersampling + Random Forests,
because the latter preprocesses the training data and
then learns a Random Forests classifier. Here, we use
RandomTree in WEKA to train weak classifiers, which
is the same weak classifier learning method used by
RandomForest in WEKA. The number of iterations is 40.

The settings of CART are the same. In CART, pruning is
used, and impure nodes must have at least ten examples to be
split. CART and Ada are baseline methods. All other classifiers
have 40 weak classifiers. In Chan, the amount of classifiers is
also 40 since the imbalance levels of data sets in Table II are all
lower than 40.
C. Analysis of Training Time
Random Forests series (RF, Under-RF, Over-RF, and BRF)
use random decision trees, which train much faster than CART.
Moreover, they are implemented in Java code, while the other
methods are in Matlab code. Therefore, it is not fair to compare
the running time of them directly. Here, we only analyze the
training time of CART-based methods.
Since all methods use the same weak learner and have the
same amount of weak classifiers, the training time of these
methods mainly depends on the number of training examples.
From the descriptions in Section IV-B, Under uses the
smallest number (2|P|) of examples and is the fastest among
all methods. The proposed methods (Cascade and Easy) and
Chan use the same number of weak classifiers as Under and
use the same number of examples as Under to train every weak
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TABLE III
RUNNING TIMES (IN SECONDS). THE ROW avg. SHOWS THE AVERAGE RUNNING TIME OF EACH METHOD

TABLE IV
AUC OF THE COMPARED METHODS (PART 1). THIS TABLE SHOWS RESULTS FOR DATA SETS ON WHICH ADABOOST’S AUC IS
HIGHER THAN 0.95. FOR EACH METHOD AND EACH DATA SET, THE AVERAGE AUC IS FOLLOWED BY A
STANDARD DEVIATION. THE COLUMN avg. SHOWS THE AVERAGE AUC OF EACH METHOD

classifier.2 These methods require additional time to sample
or split subsets of N . However, this time is negligible. Thus,
the proposed methods and Chan have approximately the same
training time as Under. Note that the imbalance level of data
sets used in the experiment happens to be lower than 40, so the
number of weak classifiers in Chan can be the same with that
in Cascade and Easy. However, when the data set is highly
imbalanced (for example, the imbalance level is 1000), Chan
will require extremely more training time than the proposed
methods. Furthermore, Easy has a potential computational
advantage since each undersampling process can be executed
in parallel.
Both Ada and Asym use |P| + |N | examples. Since |N | >
|P|, these methods are slower than Under. When the imbalance
level is high, these methods have much longer training time than
Under and the proposed methods.
In our experiments, SMOTE uses either 4|P| or 2|P| + |N |
examples. SMB uses 2|P| + |N | examples, and both of them
require to compute the distance between minority class examples. Thus, they are much slower than Under and the proposed
methods.
Over uses 2|N | examples, which has the largest training set.
SMB and Over are the most expensive ones. For data sets with a
large number of examples, e.g., letter, the time to train an oversampled or SMOTEBoost classifier is too long to be practical.
2 Although different subsets of N

are used in the training process, the number
of active training examples is always 2|P| at all times.

CART uses |P| + |N | examples. CART trains only one
classifier, so it indicates the time baseline.
Running times of these methods are recorded in Table III,
on a computer with a 3.0-GHz Intel Xeon CPU. It shows that
Chan, Easy, and Cascade are as efficient as Under. The most
expensive ones are SMB and Over, followed by Ada and Asym,
and then by SMOTE.
D. Results and Analyses
The average AUC of the compared methods are summarized
in Tables IV and V. On car, ionosphere, letter, phoneme,
sat, and wdbc, Ada achieves very high AUC values, which
are all greater than 0.95. Applying class-imbalance learning
methods on these data sets is not necessarily beneficial. On
the other ten data sets, Ada’s AUC values are not high, and
these data sets seem to suffer from class-imbalance problem.
Therefore, we divide the 16 data sets into two groups. The
first group contains 6 “easy” tasks, on which the AUC values
of Ada are greater than 0.95. The second group contains
10 “hard” tasks, on which the AUC values of Ada are
lower than 0.95. The AUC results are shown separately in
Tables IV and V.3 The results of t-test (significance level at
0.05) of AUC are also shown separately in the upper and
3 Note that the performance of Over and SMB on the data sets in the former
group has not been obtained due to its large training time costs. CART gives
discrete outputs, so its AUC is not available.
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TABLE V
AUC OF THE COMPARED METHODS (PART 2). THIS TABLE SHOWS RESULTS FOR DATA SETS ON WHICH ADABOOST’S AUC IS LOWER THAN 0.95

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF t-TEST OF AUC WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AT 0.05. THE UPPER TRIANGLE SHOWS THE RESULT OF SIX “EASY” TASKS,
AND THE L OWER T RIANGLE S HOWS THE R ESULT OF T EN “H ARD ” T ASKS . E ACH T ABULAR S HOWS THE A MOUNT OF
WIN–TIE–LOSE OF A METHOD IN A ROW COMPARING WITH THE METHOD IN A COLUMN

TABLE VII
F-MEASURE OF THE COMPARED METHODS ON “EASY” TASKS (PART 1)

lower triangles in Table VI. The average F-measure values
of the compared methods are summarized in Tables VII and
VIII, and the t-test result is shown in Table IX. The aver-

age G-mean values of the compared methods are summarized in Tables X and XI, and the t-test result is shown in
Table XII.
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TABLE VIII
F-MEASURE OF THE COMPARED METHODS ON “HARD” TASKS (PART 2)

TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF T -TEST OF F-MEASURE WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AT 0.05. THE UPPER TRIANGLE SHOWS THE RESULT OF
SIX “EASY” TASKS, AND THE LOWER TRIANGLE SHOWS THE RESULT OF TEN “HARD” TASKS. EACH TABULAR SHOWS
THE A MOUNT OF W IN –T IE –L OSE OF A M ETHOD IN A R OW C OMPARING W ITH THE M ETHOD IN A C OLUMN

TABLE X
G-MEAN OF THE COMPARED METHODS ON “EASY” TASKS (PART 1). THE ROW avg. SHOWS THE AVERAGE G-MEAN OF EACH METHOD
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TABLE XI
G-MEAN OF THE COMPARED METHODS ON “HARD” TASKS (PART 2)

TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF t-TEST OF G-MEAN WITH SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AT 0.05. THE UPPER TRIANGLE SHOWS THE RESULT OF SIX
“EASY” TASKS, AND THE LOWER TRIANGLE SHOWS THE RESULT OF TEN “HARD” TASKS. EACH TABULAR SHOWS
THE A MOUNT OF W IN –T IE –L OSE OF A M ETHOD IN A R OW C OMPARING W ITH THE M ETHOD IN A C OLUMN

The results show that on “easy” tasks, all class-imbalance
learning methods have lower AUC and F-measure than Ada,
except that Asym has similar AUC and F-measure to it. While
on “hard” tasks, class-imbalance learning methods generally
have higher AUC and F-measure than Ada, including SMOTE,
Chan, Cascade, and Easy. We argue that for tasks on which
ordinary methods can achieve high AUC (e.g., ≥ 0.95), classimbalance learning is generally not helpful with AUC and
F-measure. However, Easy and Cascade can be used to reduce
the training time, while their average AUC values are close to
that of Ada and Asym.
We are more interested in the results on “hard” tasks, where
class-imbalance learning really helps. Compared with the results on “easy” tasks, they reveal more properties of classimbalance learning and the proposed methods.

Under is not performing well with AUC and F-measure.
Its AUC and F-measure are lower than that of Ada and Asym
on all “easy” tasks and lower than that of many other classimbalance learning methods on “hard” tasks. Our conjecture
is that this is due to the information contained in the majority
class which is ignored by Under. Both our proposed methods
can improve upon Under, no matter on “easy” tasks or “hard”
tasks. This result supports our argument that Easy and Cascade
can effectively explore the majority class examples.
Chan uses all the majority class examples, and it generally
has higher AUC and F-measure than Under. However, the
results show that on “hard” tasks, its AUC, F-measure, and
G-mean are comparable to or slightly lower than that of
Cascade, and they are lower than that of Easy on most of the
data sets. This implies that using all majority class examples
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TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF STACKING WITH ENSEMBLE STRATEGY IN
BalanceCascade AND EasyEnsemble. THIS TABLE SHOWS AUC’ S OF
THE C OMPARED M ETHODS . T HE F IRST G ROUP OF D ATA S ETS I S “E ASY ”
TASKS, AND THE SECOND GROUP IS “HARD” TASKS. THE ROW avg1.
SHOWS THE AVERAGE AUC OF EACH METHOD ON “EASY” TASKS.
THE ROW avg2. SHOWS THE AVERAGE AUC ON “HARD” TASKS.
THE ROW avg. SHOWS THE OVERALL AVERAGE AUC. TABULAR
IN B OLD D ENOTES THE S UPERIOR E NSEMBLE S TRATEGY
BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL ONE AND STACKING

examples in a class is very small, there is a significant chance
that the examples will scatter around broadly. It is difficult
to get a representative subset by using undersampling alone.
Focusing on more informative examples may be particularly
helpful in this case. Moreover, Cascade is more suitable for
highly imbalanced problems. For example, in the face detection
problem described in [41], there are 5000 positive examples and
2284 million negative ones. The independent random sampling
strategy of Easy requires T , the number of subsets, to be very
large in order to catch all the information in N . Furthermore,
the number of subsets is hard to decide since no prior information is available. Thus, Easy is computationally infeasible for
this problem. However, for Cascade, it is much easier to set the
iteration number since it is reasonable to set f p rate around 0.5.
Therefore, T = 20 is sufficient for the face detection problem,
since log2 (2.284 × 109 /5000) ≈ 19 (assuming a false positive
rate of 0.5).
E. Analysis of the Ensemble Strategy

is not necessary. In particular, when the data set is highly
imbalanced, Chan will consume a lot of time.
Both Easy and Cascade attain higher average AUC,
F-measure, and G-mean than almost all the other methods
on “hard” tasks, except that Cascade is comparable to Chan
with AUC and F-measure, and slightly worse than BRF and
Under-RF with G-mean. However, Chan has much lower
G-mean, and BRF and Under-RF have much lower AUC and
F-measure than many other class-imbalance learning methods,
while both Easy and Cascade are very robust with different
performance measures.
Easy and Cascade cannot only improve the AUC scores but
also reduce the training time. They require approximately the
same training time as Under and are faster than other methods.
Considering both classification performance and training time,
they are better than all other compared methods.
The results on “hard” tasks show that Cascade is inferior
to Easy. The way Cascade explores the majority class examples might be responsible for this observation. In Cascade,
the majority training set of Hi+1 is produced by Hi . Such
a supervised cascading way of sampling might suffer from
overfitting. In other words, the correctly predicted majority
class examples that have been filtered out may be useful [27].
In particular, some examples that are deemed redundant and
discarded in earlier rounds may be helpful in some later rounds,
after some other examples have been discarded. Note that there
are also situations in which Cascade is preferred. From the
results on “easy” tasks, we can see that Cascade has higher
AUC, F-measure, and G-mean than Easy on almost all data
sets. This suggests that Cascade can focus on more useful
data. In addition, note that Cascade is more favorable than
Easy on data sets balance and wpbc. Both of these data sets
have a very small minority class. In fact, if the number of

As stated earlier, since minority class examples are used to
train each weak classifier in the proposed method, stacking
these classifiers may cause overfitting when the number of minority class examples is limited. To verify this, the 16 data sets
in Table II were used to compare stacking with the ensemble
strategy used in Easy and Cascade.
The AUC values are summarized in Table XIII. Similar to
the experiments in the previous section, the 16 data sets are
divided into groups based on the performance of AdaBoost.
When Cascade is used on “easy” tasks, stacking is inferior
to the original ensemble strategy on three out of six data sets,
while it is superior on only one data set. However, the difference
between the two strategies is small. The same observation holds
for Easy. On “hard” tasks, the performance of Cascade dominates that of stacking on all data sets. As for Easy, there is only
one data set on which stacking is better. Generally speaking,
there are significant differences between the performance of
stacking and the current ensemble strategy used in our proposed
methods.
Therefore, stacking is not very suitable for the case when
minority class examples are used in each weak classifier. In
such a case, stacking may cause overfitting. This is probably
a major reason for Chan to be inferior to Easy.
F. Additional Remarks
We have the following remarks regarding the results in AUC,
F-measure, and G-mean on both “easy” and “hard” tasks.
1) The
proposed
methods
EasyEnsemble
and
BalanceCascade are more robust than many other
class-imbalance learning methods. When class imbalance
is not harmful, they do not cause serious degeneration of
performance. When class imbalance is indeed harmful,
they are better than almost all other methods we have
compared with.
2) Class imbalance is not harmful for some tasks, and applying class-imbalance learning methods in such cases
may lead to performance degeneration. A consequence of
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this observation is that class-imbalance learning methods
should only be applied to tasks which suffer from class
imbalance. For this purpose, we need to develop some
methods to judge whether a task suffers from class imbalance or not, before applying class-imbalance learning
methods to it.
3) We observed that on tasks which do not suffer from
class imbalance, AdaBoost and Bagging can improve the
performance of decision trees significantly, while on tasks
which suffer from class imbalance, they could not help
and sometimes even deteriorate the performance. This
might give us some clues on judging whether a task
suffers from class imbalance or not, which will be studied
in the future.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper extends our preliminary work [26] which proposed two algorithms EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade
for class-imbalance learning. Both algorithms are designed to
utilize the majority class examples ignored by undersampling,
while, at the same time, keeping its fast training speed. Both
algorithms sample multiple subsets of the majority class, train
an ensemble from each of these subsets, and combine all
weak classifiers in these ensembles into a final output. Both
algorithms make better use of the majority class than undersampling, since multiple subsets contain more information than a
single one. The main difference is that EasyEnsemble samples
independent subsets, while BalanceCascade uses trained classifiers to guide the sampling process for subsequent classifiers.
Both algorithms have approximately the same training time
as that of undersampling when the same number of weak
classifiers is used.
Empirical results suggest that for problems on which ordinary methods achieve high AUC (e.g., ≥ 0.95), class-imbalance
learning is not helpful. However, the proposed methods can
be used to reduce training time. For problems where classimbalance learning methods really help, both EasyEnsemble
and BalanceCascade have higher AUC, F-measure, and
G-mean than almost all other compared methods, and
the former is superior than the latter. However, since
BalanceCascade removes correctly classified majority class
examples in each iteration, it will be more efficient on highly
imbalanced data sets. In addition, the comparison of Chan and
our proposed methods reveals that it is not necessary to use all
examples in the majority class.
In the current version of the proposed methods, we use αi,j
returned by the weak learner directly. Further improvements
are possible by learning αi,j , as shown in [22] and [41]. Note
that both EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade are ensemble
methods. Therefore, while they provide strong generalization
ability, they also inherit the weaknesses of ensemble methods.
An apparent weakness is the lack of comprehensibility. Even
when the base classifiers are comprehensible symbolic learners,
ensembles are still black boxes. There are some research on
this problem [44]–[46], and it is possible to use those research
outputs to enhance the comprehensibility of EasyEnsemble
and BalanceCascade.
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